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Holocaust and Remembrance

Librarians, along with teachers, parents, grandparents, and psychologists are educators. As educators, we often ask whether we should teach our children about the Holocaust, and if so, when? Introduction of the factual evidence of the Holocaust to young Jewish children serves a multitude of purposes—some cathartic, most historical, educational, religious, and cultural.

How can we translate to our naive, innocent children the inconceivable, the atrocities, and the depth of mankind's inhumanity? A walk through Yad Vashem, the ultimate resource on the Holocaust, leaves many adults with a deep sense of loss and feeling of disbelief. This institution serves to remind us of the realities which we so often try to deny or forget subconsciously.

Elie Wiesel, Nobel Prize Laureate, has written extensively about the Holocaust in order to ensure that humanity will never forget, that younger generations will never fail to remember. For Friedlander, the Israeli historian, "Judaism is in part the constant retelling of a story, so memory is part of the essence of Jewish tradition" (quoted in Miller, 1986).

The Psychological Approach

While the ideals, religious beliefs, collective memory, and collective history of the Jewish people must be transmitted, at the same time, we must consider the child's psychological structures and his capacity to absorb information.

It is not very difficult to get verbal children to repeat a given piece of information in a rote fashion, but it is often much more difficult to have them truly assimilate and conceptualize this information. A thorough understanding of the principles of intellectual and cognitive development is therefore imperative before providing youngsters with Holocaust literature.

In taking this developmental-psychological approach, it is of critical importance to remember that: (1) children progress through the various stages of cognitive development at different rates; (2) their thinking processes are very different from adults; and (3) behind every "intellectual human being" is a child with feelings, emotions, and perceptions. Whether these perceptions are accurate is inconsequential; the introspective world of the child—the world as the individual child sees it—must be the point of departure for the educational process.

Developmental Stages in Children

It is useful to understand Piaget's (1952; 1970; 1985) conceptualization of the child's intellectual stages and cognitive developmental changes. According to Piaget, cognitive understanding and development are based upon successive, qualitative changes in the child's cognitive structures and framework. Cognitive development occurs in an orderly progression and is cross-cultural.

During the sensorimotor stage (birth to approximately age two) of development, cognitive understanding is extremely primitive and related to actions upon the environment. The young child's actions gradually become more intentional and integrated into cognitive patterns.

From this early perceptual level, the child progresses into the preoperational level (often referred to as the preoperational and intuitive stages) (age two through seven), where the child readily develops language, the beginnings of conceptual thought, and reasoning. The beginnings of thought processes are marked by a lack of ability to classify things in the environment and a gradual awareness of conservation, i.e., that objects do not change in terms of the properties of mass, weight, and volume even when the shape is modified.

This stage of development is followed by the concrete operational stage (age seven to eleven), when children begin to develop logical thinking processes—the ability to "think" out problems previously "worked" out. These logical thought processes are, however, highly dependent upon concrete problems and immediate experiences.

In the final stage, formal operations (from approximately age eleven), the child acquires the ability to apply hypothetical, logical solutions to a variety of problems. This shift in the thinking process is particularly crucial for conceptualization, the attainment of logical rational strategies, and the comprehension of theoretical or ideological principles.

Concomitant with formal operational thought is the use of metacognitive thought. There is an important shift in the older child and adolescent's ability to think about their own thinking and the thought of others. Egocentric thinking—the inability to take another perspective—disappears. Internal subvocal dialogue allows the adolescent to acquire new insights without the necessity to test each solution in a concrete fashion (Sprinthall & Sprinthall, 1987).

This represents a brief overview of Piaget's developmental framework: the interested reader can explore these ideas in greater depth (e.g., Ginsburg & Opper, 1969; Piaget, 1983). Other developmental theories on children's thinking and behavior can also be applied, e.g., S-R (stimulus-response) Theory (Skinner, 1953), Social Learning Theory (Bandura, 1977) and Psychoanalytic Theory (Freud, 1935; 1947).

Conceptualization of Death

Until fairly recently, books designed for children dealing honestly and realistically with the topic of death were relatively rare (Rudman, 1976). While considerably more material is available today, most education professionals, as well as parents, still experience great difficulty in dealing with this topic. We attempt to deal with the concept of death in an abstract manner—the most concrete example generally being grand-

parents—but when a parent or peer dies, it is a traumatic experience for school personnel. This results in either inappropriate actions being taken or subconscious denial with nothing done. While death in a general framework is much easier to deal with than personal loss, the magnitude and implications of the Holocaust are threatening, and often require defense mechanisms.

Given the developmental framework, unless we concretize war and death, it is extremely difficult for children to truly understand and conceptualize the issues until they reach the stage of concrete operations (approximately age seven). Children will certainly grasp the enormity of the act of the Holocaust, given the fact that pre-concrete operational thought is much concerned with the gravity of the act than the conceptualization of the deliberate elimination of a race. But the greater issues of man’s inhumanity to man, an attempt to destroy a people because of their religious beliefs and cultural heritage, the countless slaughter of millions who virtually refused to resist, the attitudes and conditions that led to the most horrific conflict in world history, and the disbelief that the entire world stood by for so long before acknowledging the realities of the Holocaust is well beyond a young child’s conceptual framework. Basic acknowledgment of the events is a precursor to conceptual understanding; but formal operational thought processes, found only in children approximately eleven years of age, are prerequisites for complete understanding. Because of the enormity of the act and its inconceivability in a free democratic society, the child will require multiple exposures, books with concrete referents, numerous pictures, and much discussion.

Special consideration should be given to books which take a child’s perspective in telling the story of the Holocaust. A child can readily relate to another child’s adolescent’s predicaments. This accounts for the enormous appeal to children and adolescents of the Diary of Anne Frank as opposed to the lack of popularity of Holocaust material which takes a documentary approach.

Books, films, and other literary media provide concrete points of departure for discussion. Rather than producing a single ideological perspective, books can provide a variety of perspectives.

It is essential that librarians actively listen (Ginott, 1969) to the questions children ask. When children come with special problems, concerns, and interests, the response should not merely be directing them to a particular section of the library or handing them several books, but rather to provide the child with some overview of the material and be readily available for questions and discussions. In reading about a child or family who lived through the Holocaust, young children will have numerous questions which most often remain unanswered. The central theme of a Holocaust book may be easily overlooked and missed without appropriate discussion. Additional questions may arise days, weeks, or even months after the book has been read or discussed.

The Emotional Aspect

As educators, we must go beyond the mere transmission of information and the identification of the appropriate resource material. How can one discuss the Holocaust in the same matter-of-fact manner as other school subjects? In a particularly poignant note, Ginott (1972) quotes the contents of a letter sent by an administrator addressed to all the teachers of a private school on the first day of the school year:

Dear Teacher:

I am the survivor of a concentration camp. My eyes saw what no man should witness. Gas chambers built by learned engineers, children poisoned by educated physicians, infants killed by trained nurses, women and babies shot and burned by high school and college graduates. So I am suspicious of education. My request is: Help these students become human. Your efforts must never produce monsters, skilled psychopaths, educated Eichmanns.

(Ginott, 1972, p. 245)

Reading and writing are important only if they serve to make our children more humane. A mere discussion of the factual evidence of the Holocaust loses its place in our history and part of our collective unconscious. Our role is not merely the transmission of information, but the sharing of our feelings, emotions, thoughts, and behavior. While a better understanding of the child’s cognitive processes provides a good framework for helping young people learn about the Holocaust, it is only adults who can comprehend its true gravity and significance for a people, for mankind.
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DIE TAGEBÜCHER VON JOSEPH GOEBBELS: SAMTLICHE FRAGMENTS (THE DIARIES OF JOSEPH GOEBBELS)

Teil I: die Handschriftlichen Tagebücher Juli 1924-Juli 1941 (Part I: Notes 1924-41)
Edited by ELKE FRÖHLICH

“The voluminous diaries of one of modern history’s most diabolical figures... sheds new light on Hitler’s inner circle.”
TIME Magazine

Joseph Goebbels, as “Gauleiter” (District Chief) of Berlin and later as Hitler’s Propaganda Minister, was instrumental in establishing and maintaining the image of the Nazi regime. His diaries, which run from 1924 to the day of his suicide in 1945 and until now largely inaccessible, reflect in intricate detail the strategy behind the transformation of news into power by the Third Reich.

The outstanding historical significance of this source lies in the fact that few pre-1945 personal documents from the narrow circle of NS leadership have survived and, of those that have survived, none can compete in scope or content with the Goebbels diaries. The diaries are also invaluable as a source of Party history, the internal workings of the Nazi movement and regime, and Goebbels’s close relationship with Hitler.

Part II: Dictated Diaries 1941-45; available 1988/89.)
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EXPATRIATION LISTS 1933-1945

As Published in the Reichsanzeiger
Volume 1: Lists in Chronological Order
Volume 2: Name Index
Volume 3: Place of Birth Index
Edited by MICHAEL HEPP

Introductions by HANS GEORG LEHMANN and MICHAEL HEPP

“A reference work of great interest to all students of Nazi Germany... will enable many students to comprehend the scale, as well as the chronology, of Hitler’s campaign against Jews, intellectuals, and other opponents of his regime.” Shofar

This volume provides the complete and otherwise unavailable chronology of German emigrants denied citizenship between 1933 and 1945. Over 40,000 individuals—among them Einstein and Thomas Mann—lost their citizenship, had their possessions confiscated and their academic titles revoked. This series is accompanied by an index of names and places as well as an appendix which reproduces the most important laws and decrees on the loss of citizenship.
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JEWISH IMMIGRANTS OF THE NAZI PERIOD IN THE USA

Edited by HERBERT A. STRAUSS

“It would be impossible to exaggerate the worth of this contribution... anyone doing any work on the subject will have to make these volumes his very first source of information.”

East Central Europe

For individual volume prices, please inquire.

Volume 1: Archival Resources
Volume 2: Classified and Annotated Bibliography of Books and Articles on the Immigration and Acculturation of Jews from Europe to the USA since 1933


Volume 3: Part 2; Classified List of Articles Concerning Emigration in German Jewish Periodicals, January 30, 1933 to November 9, 1938

Volume 4: The Expulsion and Migration of German Jews 1933-1945; Annotated Sources

Volume 5: The Individual and Collective Experience of German-Jewish Immigrants 1933-45; An Oral History Record

Volume 6: Essays on the History, Persecution, and Emigration of German Jews

INTER-NATIONAL BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY OF CENTRAL EUROPEAN EMIGRES 1933-1945

Volume 1: Politik, Wirtschaft, Öffentliches Leben
Volume 2: Arts, Sciences and Literature
Volume 3: Index

Edited by HERBERT A. STRAUSS and WERNER ROEDER

“... highly recommended for all collections on the Holocaust and modern Jewish history.” Choice

“... vital publication for those interested in the period, in Central European history, or American intellectual history.”

American Reference Books Annual

These landmark volumes provide the most complete international documentation of the lives and works of 8,700 outstanding men and women forced to flee Nazi persecution. The unprecedented transfer of Central-European scholarship is chronicled in these volumes as are assessments of the social and cultural consequences of this historic migration.
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